
Grade 2 – English Home Language: Term 2 week 1 2020    Memo  for week 1                                 

 Monday: 

1. Learn the following words: (Write each word three times in the block)  

string string string string 
street street street street 

 

2. Write 1 sentence for the following words:        any suitable sentence                            

string:  I have a string. 

street: My friend walks on the street 

3. Write the letters out three times: 

Jj - _____Jj________           Jj - _____Jj________       Jj - _____Jj_______ 

4. Re-write the following sentence with the correct punctuation:  

 sam went to school 

Sam went to school.  

 Tuesday: 

1. Learn the following words: (Write each word three times in the block)  

stroke stroke stroke stroke 
strong strong strong strong 

 

2. Write 1 sentence for the following word: any suitable sentence                            

stroke: My uncle had a stroke.   

 Read the following sentence: 

Jabu is a strong boy. 

3. Copy the following words  

jam- ______jam_______________                        jelly- ________jelly______ 

jaw- _______jaw______________                        jet - ________jet______ 

 Wednesday 

1.  Read the following sentence:  Jake baked jam tarts. 



 

2. Learn the following words: (Write each word three times in the block)  

Stripe stripe stripe stripe 
Stream stream stream stream 

 

3. Write 1 sentence for the following word: any suitable sentence                            

stream: I saw a stream. 

Read the following sentence: 

The zebra has stripes.  

4. A noun is something you can see and touch e.g. book. Write 3 nouns in the space 

below: any suitable nouns (examples) 

a. _____book________     b. ____pen_________        c. __table____________ 

 Thursday 

1. Learn the following words: (Write each word three times in the block)  

stress stress stress stress 
stretch stretch stretch stretch 

2. Copy and read the following sentence:     James ate jelly and jam.  

James ate jelly and jam. 

3. Circle 2 nouns in the following sentence:  

The cat sleeps on the carpet. 

 Friday 

1. Learn the following words: (Write each word three times in the block)  

stroll stroll stroll stroll 
straw straw straw straw 

 

2.  Verbs are doing words (action words) e.g. talk. Underline the verbs in the following 
sentences:  

a. I brush my teeth.                                b. I ate two cupcakes. 

3. Copy and read the following sentence:  The strong boy walks on the street.  

The strong boy walks on the street.  



 


